RÉSUMÉ
The exhibition presents a practice that has been gathering ground
in education as well: the Carpathian Basin model. The project follows the tradition established by the architecture exhibitions of the two previous Hungarian
Pavilions. The 2010 show, BorderLINE Architecture focused on design, the 2012
exhibition Space-maker was about modelling, and the main theme of this year’s
show is building itself.
In Hungary, finding the individual’s place in the group is a key part of the
education of architects and landscape architects. If the building process takes place
in a village community, the future users of the house also often join the work.
The architecture students take part in such communal constructions, thereby
acquiring complex and comprehensive experiences. This is more than a chance
to learn: it is also a great opportunity to relive the sacred experience of building.
The exhibition offers this opportunity to the visitors as well when it encourages
everybody to participate in the process of construction. As the building is
continuous and the show aims at presenting this actual process, the installation in the middle of the pavilion will not achieve its final form by the opening
of the exhibition, but rather by its closing. The curators have invited students to
design the various elements. The winners, who were chosen from more than forty
valid applications – the architecture students of the University of Timisoara – will
implement the project themselves. However, the building process does not end
at this point: anyone can add one’s own part with a symbolic gesture. The visitors
get wooden clips, which they can decorate as they wish, even write messages on
them, and finally place on the installation.
Traditionally, this tool has been used for clipping freshly washed clothes onto the
drying line. In Hungary it is believed that where there are clean clothes swinging
around the house there must be life too. Thus, the clothes hung with clips do not
merely symbolize cleanliness, but cosiness as well. The clip, by fixing clothes onto
the rope, also holds things. It does not let people’s things get lost. This is how the
wooden clip placed on the architecture may become a symbolic motif standing for
building understood as home-making.
Besides the continuously changing installation, one may also witness the most
significant stages of the communal building processes, which have been going
on for more than three decades. The show documents the work of 21 schools
and teams. The exhibition also features a selection of the works of the renowned
ethnographer and photo artist, László Kunkovács. His series, entitled Primal
Buildings (Ősépítmények), presents excellent examples of spontaneous architecture. In these pictures one may witness the purposeful, creative, environmentresponsive solutions of the peasant world: roosts, pigeonries, ovens. Buildings
that people can hang on to even in difficult times.
The communal experience of building, the immense, sacred power of creation,
and architecture as service: this is what the Carpathian Basin model is about. This
is what the exhibition presents.
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